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At It’s Core, Network Marketing Is
About Sharing Your Adventure
You never will engage people in your network
marketing business by convincing them of
logical reasons to use your product and build
their downline.
Instead, excite them to join you on an
adventure to finally find what they’ve already
been seeking for years.
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Are You Wasting Your Precious Time
Without Producing Results?
Desperation For Leads
Frustration Talking To People Who Say “No”
Feeling Like You’re Always Pulling Teeth
Anxiety About Unproductive Downlines

Doing The Same Things The Way You’ve
Been Taught Over And Over And
Expecting Different Results Is The
Definition OF Insanity

DARE TO BE DIFFERENT!
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The Magic 9 Step Formula
For Network Marketing Success
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Find Your Magic Niche
Create The Vision Quest For Your Niche
Illuminate The Benefits Of Questing To Your Niche
Style A Unique Irresistible Offer
Summon Fascinated People To Join Your Quest
Tune Your Quest To Online Delivery Instruments
Find Potential Questers With Risk Mitigated Ads
Clone Your Magic Down
Rinse And Repeat
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Find Your Magic Niche

You Never Get Rich Selling Your Product.
You Can By Selling Solutions To People’s
Problems And Desires
By and large, they are not looking for you, your product,
or your company.
Instead, they are on personal quests seeking solutions
to problems and things that they want. Uncover the
answers you can provide them.
Find one problem that lots of people are trying to find
an answer for or one thing they want. And the best
place to start is with your own personal quest… or the
quest of a friend or someone in your family.
If enough other people are on the same quest,
that’s your Magic Niche.
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Create Your Vision Quest

Facts Tell, But Stories Sell
People don’t buy for logical reasons. They make
emotional decisions that they want something then
support that decision with facts and reason.
Once you know your Magic Niche, create the story of
your quest… a story that stirs emotions in your Magic
Niche..
Share the story of how you felt and the vision of what
you were searching for. Tell the failures, tribulations,
and disappointments you had on your journey.
Share the story of how you overcame all the obstacles
and finally found the answer you had been seeking.
Share the story of how it finally felt to get what you
wanted.
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Illuminate The Benefits

People Don’t Buy Features
They Buy Personal Benefits
After you share your vision quest… and people have
connected emotionally, it’s time to tell the people on the
same quest about what you’re selling.
But nobody cares about the features your product or
opportunity has. And they certainly don’t care about a
bunch of techno-jargon.
What they do care about is how your product or
opportunity can solve their problems or satisfy their
desires. What benefits will they see on their own
personal quest?
When people can envision their own benefits, you
create their excitement for the adventure.
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Style A Unique Irresistible
Offer

People Love To Buy “Special Deals”
Once people in your Magic Niche are emotionally
convinced what you’re selling is the quest they are
seeking – once they have made the emotional decision
to buy – they start seeking the best deal.
And the best deal provides the best value in their eyes.
Figure out how your company’s product or opportunity
solves their personal quest better than any other
company.
Figure out what unique thing you can do to add to the
value of the solution… the thing that distinguishes you
from everyone else in your company.
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Summon Fascinated People
To Join You

People Love To Join Others
Fascinated With Their Quest
If your vision quest story, illumination of benefits, and
unique offer stirs your Magic Niche’s fascination, they
will want to join you in the quest.
But… you must ask them, tell them how, and give them
a way to join. They won’t do it by themselves.
And first, you must determine how you want them to
take the next step to join you. Should they call you?
Should they purchase directly? Should they contact the
person that told them about you?
When you figure out how you want them to join
you, ask them to do it.
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Tune Your Quest To Online
Delivery Instruments

Tell The Same Story And Message
Adapted To Your Delivery Media
The world is online, and the people in your Magic Niche
are on the internet. You can tell the story of your quest
and the magic of your solution over and over without
ever getting tired, using the powerful force of the
internet. You can…
•
•
•
•
•
•

Create a sales funnel web page
Craft an interactive sales chatbot
Conduct live, interactive Zoom meetings
Carry out online webinars
Connect on social media
…and more*

The secret is to fine tune the story of your quest,
benefits, and offer to the way you will share it.
*Oh yes, this even works for in-person and telephone.
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Find Potential Questers
With Ads

The Quickest Way To Share The
Adventure Of The Quest
Is With Online Advertising
Sure, Search Engine Optimization (SEO) and social
media influence works, but they’re slow and can’t be
relied on for long-term sustainable results.
Online advertising is the captivating way to find people
in your Magic Niche and get them to hear the story of
your quest. The secret of advertising is learning how to
mitigate your risk until you get good results… then
scale up.
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Clone Your Magic Down

Once You Have Your Own Magic
You Build Wealth By Sharing It
With The People On Your Quest
Your quest becomes more successful when you share
the magic you discover with the people joining you. And
you can do that in 2 ways…
1. Create your own online magic in a way that
others can use it for their personal quests.
2. Teach people who have joined you how to
create their own online magic.
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Rinse And Repeat

Once You Have The Magic Formula,
Use It Again And Again
You know your Magic Niche. You have your vision
quest story. You have your irresistible offer. You’ve
found other seekers on the internet. You asked them
the join your adventure… and they did.
Now what?
First, adapt to more delivery instruments. Discover
more ways to reach your Magic Niche and grow your
quest.
Then, look for another Magic Niche and repeat the
whole process.
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Your Next Step
Get Our Art Of Marketing
Compendium
Online Network
Marketing
Secrets

The Art Of
Personal Branding
& Workbook

Tells you why it makes
sense to do online
network marketing and
dispels the most
common myths in
network marketing.

Shows you what you need
to do to stand out from the
rest of the network
marketing crowd.

The Art Of
Marketing
Messages &
Workbook

The Art Of
Testimonial
Marketing &
Workbook

Unveils the secrets of
creating marketing
messages that will sell
your products and
opportunity.

Describes how to create your
own stories and testimonials
from other people that add
emotional punch to your
marketing messages.

The Art Of
Chatbot
Marketing &
Workbook
Reveals the new, highly
effective way to deliver
your marketing message
using Facebook
Messenger chatbots.

The Art Of Online
Advertising
Reveals the basic strategies for
building your business through
online advertising.
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